a b s t r a c t MHD stability of ITER plasmas has been analyzed for Q DT = 10 edge and SOL plasma conditions, showing that the SOL plasma is MHD stable down to pressure gradient scale lengths of k p $ 1 mm, but that MHD pedestal plasma stability can limit k p to values of 5-8 mm just inside the separatrix. Modelling of the corresponding plasma conditions with the SOLPS code shows that heat flux widths k q $ 1.2-1.5 mm can be obtained which are compatible with k p $ 5-8 mm. This is due to the fact that the ITER divertor plasma enters the high recycling regime at low values of separatrix densities ($4.0 Â 10 18 m
À3
), which leads to the appearance of a region with reversed flow near the separatrix, modifying plasma transport and leading to high SOL density gradient scale lengths and divertor plasma pressures near the separatrix.
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Introduction
A key parameter for the determination of the heat fluxes expected at the ITER divertor targets is their fall-off length k q in the scrape-off layer (SOL). Operation at high Q DT requires access to high confinement H-mode regimes and this dictates the minimum level of the power flow into the SOL, P SOL , which must be higher than the H-mode power threshold, expected to be P th $ 70 MW for Q DT = 10 in ITER [1] , to ensure the required high H-mode confinement [2] . Evaluation of the expected k q in ITER has been subject of intense theoretical and experimental R&D in the last few years. An Heuristic-Drift (HD) model has been proposed [3] which reasonably well describes the experimental k q database for low-recycling H-mode conditions [4] . The HD model predicts that a key parameter for the determination of k q is the value of the poloidal field at the magnetic separatrix, yielding k q $ 1-2 mm for 15 MA ITER Q DT = 10 plasmas. These values are typically a factor of 3-4 lower than previously assumed in ITER modelling [5] and lead to parallel heat fluxes in the SOL a factor of 3-4 larger than previously considered. While ITER operation is still found to be feasible in this case (through a combination of increased upstream SOL density and the use of extrinsic impurities to radiatively dissipate power in the divertor [5] ), these higher heat fluxes pose additional control challenges during transient phases (re-attachment, confinement transients, etc.).
The existence of such a narrow k q in ITER has been questioned because of possible conflicts with other physics limitations which may be exceeded under these conditions, invalidating extrapolations to ITER from the HD model and HD-based scalings from experimental data in present tokamaks to ITER. The two main arguments raised are based on exceeding MHD stability of the separatrix plasma due to the very steep pressure gradients associated with narrow k q [6] and on excessive plasma pressure required to transfer the heat fluxes associated with small k q through the divertor target sheath [7] . Both arguments require a lower limit of k q $ 5-10 mm for ITER Q DT = 10 plasma scenarios.
In this paper we examine the edge MHD stability of ITER Q DT = 10 plasmas including both the pedestal and SOL plasma (Section 2) and utilize simulations both from SOLPS for reference Q DT = 10 edge plasma conditions and with more simplified modelling assumptions (Section 3), to investigate the limits which MHD plasma stability and SOL transport can impose on the value of k q in ITER. Section 4 discusses the results and outstanding issues and draws conclusions.
2. Analysis of pedestal and SOL plasma MHD stability in ITER Q DT = 10 scenarios
The MHD stability of the pedestal and SOL plasma in ITER Q DT = 10 scenarios has been analyzed with the MISHKA-HELENA [8, 9] suite of codes and with the JOREK code [10] . The former can evaluate the MHD stability of the confined plasma inside the separatrix (but cannot include the separatrix with an X-point magnetic null in diverted configurations) in the linear and ideal MHD approximation to n 6 40 with MISHKA for peeling-ballooning modes and for n = 1 ballooning modes with HELENA. In contrast, JOREK can handle linear and non-ideal MHD effects and can include the confined plasma, the separatrix itself and the plasma in the SOL in its analysis of MHD stability to n 6 40.
Analysis of the confined plasma stability with the MISHKA-HELENA suite has been performed for ITER Q DT = 10 plasmas [11] with typical pedestal top pressure p ped $ 100 kPa and a pedestal width of $6 cm. The maximum pressure gradients found to be stable for the closest point to the separatrix included in this study (Fig. 1 ). The precise value of rp sep depends on the value of p ped itself and on the magnitude of the bootstrap current at the plasma periphery. The latter is uncertain because the applicability of the neoclassical transport formula used to evaluate the bootstrap current in this region is questionable. For the typical values of p ped = 3.0-5.3 kPa obtained from SOLPS simulations for these plasmas with k q = 1.2-3.6 mm [5] , these MHD pressure gradient limits correspond to k p = 5.5-8.5 mm at W N = 0.995, similar to the values obtained in a previous analysis following a similar approach [6] .
The MISHKA-HELENA analysis does not include the separatrix or the SOL plasma and it cannot therefore be excluded that their inclusion could modify the gradient limits which lead to MHD instability. To assess this possibility, a dedicated study with a very high resolution grid ($0.1 mm in the radial direction at the edge) has been performed with JOREK for similar conditions to those used in the MISHKA-HELENA analysis, both in terms of confined plasma pressure and separatrix pressure (p sep = 4.8 kPa), and assuming k p = 1.2 mm on the SOL side of the separatrix. This corresponds to rp sep = 4 Â 10 6 Pa/m, a factor of 2-4 higher than the limits obtained from MHD stability of the confined plasma. As shown in Fig. 2 , the JOREK analysis shows that even for these extreme values of rp sep , the SOL plasma itself is MHD stable. Only when a substantial part of the confined plasma ($7.5 mm) is included in the analysis, does the plasma become MHD unstable to high n ballooning modes. It is important to note that these JOREK simulations have been carried out for a value of the resistivity $100 times larger than that of the real edge plasma because of numerical reasons and without plasma equilibrium flows (including those in the SOL) and no neoclassical plasma rotation in the pedestal. As plasma stability improves with decreasing resistivity of the edge plasma and sheared edge flows, the JOREK simulations performed thus provide a lower limit for MHD instability threshold in these plasma conditions. There are two reasons for this physics result: (1) the small effective volume of the SOL plasma in which plasma pressure is significant (due to the low k p ) limits the magnitude of the free energy to drive MHD instabilities and (2) the SOL field lines are connected to the targets, increasing their resistance to bending by MHD instabilities; the precise magnitude of this resistance depends on the SOL plasma and divertor target resistivity (lower resistivity leads to stronger connection to the targets and more resistance to bending). We can therefore conclude that the SOL plasma can sustain larger k p than the value for which the plasma inside the separatrix becomes MHD unstable, and that the SOL plasma does not impose limits on the separatrix k p beyond those resulting from the stability of the pedestal plasma.
3. SOL transport in ITER plasmas and implications for k q in ITER Q DT = 10 scenarios Although the SOL k p and k q are both determined by the SOL plasma parameters, they are not linked by a simple proportionality relation, as assumed in some studies [6] . The relation between them [12] can be estimated on the basis of the two point model and depends both on SOL parallel transport (isothermal sheathlimited versus conduction-limited) and on the relation between anomalous particle transport/sources (which determines the SOL density fall-off length k n ) and anomalous heat transport (determining the SOL temperature fall-off length k T ): [5] shows that the plasma density profiles in the ITER SOL are indeed much wider than those of the temperature (k n $ 6k T , giving k q /k p $ 0.33, as expected from Eq. (1.b) ) for the range of density considered. k q is determined by fitting an exponential profile to the SOLPS modelling results for the near SOL parallel heat flux profile at the divertor entrance (shown in Fig. 5 by a magenta dashed line) mapped to the outer midplane. This is directly comparable with the k q value deduced from the experiment following the procedure in [4] . Choosing other location to characterize the near SOL plasma profiles does not modify significantly the values obtained nor the relations between k q , k p , k n and k T . The SOLPS modelling in [5] was performed with the objective of achieving a maximum divertor heat flux below engineering limits (q div 6 10 MW m À2 ) and acceptable tungsten (W) sputtering (T div 6 10 eV). This requires very high divertor plasma densities with large impurity radiative losses and semi-detached conditions [5] . Under such conditions, large values of k n are found in experiments [13] and are expected in ITER due to the very low neutral escape probability from the divertor.
In order to understand the physics processes which regulate SOL heat and particle transport at the ITER scale, a series of simpler SOLPS simulations, with similar anomalous transport assumptions to those in [5] , have been performed with no impurities and in which P SOL and the separatrix density (n sep ) are varied in the ranges 20-60 MW and 0.4-3.0 Â 10 19 m À3 respectively with particle and ion and electron thermal diffusivity D = 0.3 m 2 /s and v e,i = 1.0 m 2 / s respectively leading to k q = 2.3-3.0 mm. Not all correspond to divertor conditions (particularly at high P SOL and low n sep ) compatible with W divertor operation but are, nevertheless very useful to identify the dominant SOL transport processes. Analysis of these simulations (see e.g. Fig. 3) shows that even for low values of n sep , k n ) 6k T , so that the ratio of k q /k p $ 0.33 found for Q DT = 10 conditions also applies in the simpler situations.
It should be noted that for typical ITER edge plasma conditions the values of k q , k n , k T and k p obtained are directly linked with the assumed values of D and v e,i with weak dependences of the edge power flow level P SOL and separatrix density n sep in agreement with findings in [4] .
In contrast to present divertor experiments, neutral escape from the ITER divertor is very small even for conditions with low n sep and high T div due to the large spatial scale of the divertor and the vertical target baffled design. As shown in Fig. 4 , even for low n sep , the divertor operates in the high recycling divertor regime (defined as C div ) C core where typically C div = (100-1000) Â C core ) and where C div is the plasma flux reaching the divertor target and C core the particle outflux from the main plasma). For these simulations T div > 100 eV and the divertor heat flux >10 MW m
À2
, showing that the conditions for achieving the high recycling divertor regime are not linked to low divertor temperature/heat load in ITER as they are in present tokamak experiments.
The ITER vertical target design concentrates divertor re-ionization towards the plasma separatrix and the resulting high recycling behaviour drives a plasma density in the strike point region which exceeds n sep by factors of $4, even at the highest P SOL and lowest n sep . This is in contrast to the factor 2 lower expected from the simple sheath-limited isothermal SOL model usually assumed to be valid in these low n sep conditions. Consistent with this divertor density increase, the separatrix electron and ion temperatures at the divertor are lower than those in the main SOL by at least factor of $2 across the range of P SOL and n sep considered.
As shown in Fig. 5 , the high recycling vertical divertor conditions in ITER are also associated with a reversal of plasma flow near the separatrix which extends a long distance into the main SOL, as no drifts are included in this SOLPS modelling studies. This flow pattern affects the main SOL density profile shape, leading to flatter profiles near the separatrix where the Mach number in the SOL is near zero and to steeper profiles in the outer part of the SOL where the Mach numbers are high. This is in fact the reason why k n ) k T near the separatrix in these SOLPS ITER simulations. This flow pattern also causes transport not only of particles but also of momentum by friction between the counter-going flows. As a result, the plasma pressure near the divertor strike point can even exceed the main SOL pressure. This is in contrast to simple SOL models in which the divertor plasma pressure is a factor of 2 lower than in the main SOL, as expected from acceleration to M = 1 at the sheath. This divertor over-pressure behaviour for high recycling vertical divertors has been experimentally observed in Alcator C-Mod [14] , but it cannot be ruled out that this finding is due to diagnostic interpretation problems rather than to a real physics effect. Compared with estimates based on simple sonic acceleration [7] 
), the larger than expected pressure at the divertor strike point increases the capacity of the plasma sheath to carry heat flux to the divertor target for a given value of T div. In turn, this leads to the low values of k q obtained in the modelling for the chosen values of anomalous transport coefficients.
In the ITER SOLPS simulations considered the particle and heat diffusivities (D and v e,i ) are assumed to be constant in the SOL and their precise values chosen to obtain a given k q at the divertor entrance. Assuming a ballooning-like structure for these transport coefficients changes the precise value of the coefficients that need to be used to obtain a given k q and modifies qualitatively the structure of the plasma flow (the stagnation point moves from the top of the device towards the outer midplane) but it does not change the key features of the SOL plasma characteristics in ITER, which are determined by the low neutral scape from the ITER divertor and by its vertical divertor geometry. Finally, although already known from earlier experimental and modelling divertor studies [15, 16] , it is important to note that in ITER the diffusion of energy into the private flux region (PFR) of the divertor plays an important role in reducing the peak target heat flux due to the large physical dimension of the divertor. This effect is directly correlated with the relative values of the field line connection length from the X-point to the target (L d ) to those from the outer midplane to the target (L mp ) [15] (the outer midplane is usually considered to be the watershed between the two divertor targets in the SOL). The larger the ratio L d /L mp , the larger the reduction of the peak divertor heat flux due to diffusion into the PFR. In ITER, L d /L mp is typically 1/3-1/2 near the separatrix and, as a result, the peak target heat flux at is reduced by a factor of 2 by diffusion in the divertor itself (Fig. 6 ) compared with what would be expected for a very short divertor, even in the absence of any volumetric dissipation due to neutrals or impurity radiation.
Discussions, outstanding issues and conclusions
Analysis of the MHD stability of ITER Q DT = 10 plasmas shows that the SOL plasma itself is unlikely to impose limits on the edge pressure gradients near the separatrix down to scale lengths of 1 mm or smaller. If the pressure gradient at the separatrix is limited by MHD stability, this will therefore be due to the stability of the pedestal plasma itself from the confined plasma side and not from the SOL side.
Results from SOLPS modelling of ITER plasma shows that due to the large divertor dimensions, the escape of neutrals from the divertor is very low, even for values n sep down to 4 Â 10 18 m
À3
. This leads to the achievement of the high recycling divertor regime and to the establishment of significant parallel temperature gradients from the SOL to the divertor even for divertor temperatures as high as 200 eV. Experiments in present tokamaks at high plasma density and input power with attached divertor conditions approaching, as far as possible, these modelled ITER divertor conditions should be carried out to confirm this finding.
In combination with the vertical divertor geometry, the high recycling ITER divertor drives a flow pattern with flow reversal at the separatrix, leading to transport of momentum towards the separatrix and to an increased divertor pressure in this region compared with that upstream, despite the acceleration to M = 1 at the divertor target. This in turn leads to very flat SOL density profiles near the separatrix in comparison with the temperature profiles. Together with the absence of an isothermal SOL in ITER even for low n sep values and the high divertor pressure near the separatrix (which can support high q div through the sheath), this leads to k q in the ITER modelling being much smaller (a factor of $3) than k p .
On the basis of the findings reported here, we can conclude that the extremely low values of k q predicted by the HD model [3] and HD-based empirical scalings [4] are not in conflict with either MHD stability limits or SOL transport physics limits and thus cannot be excluded in ITER. Whether or not such values of k q will actually . The red-full line corresponds to the modelled divertor target heat flux and the blue-dashed line the expected heat flux in the absence of diffusion into the PFR evaluated by projecting the parallel heat flux at the divertor entrance onto the divertor target. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) occur will ultimately depend on the extent to which radial transport physics can be extrapolated from present experiments to ITER. In this respect, it is important to note that there is a substantial difference between the HD transport physics mechanisms determining k q and those in the ITER SOLPS simulations analyzed here. In the HD model particle drifts are the key mechanism determining the density fall-off length in the SOL and ultimately k q . In contrast, in the ITER SOLPS modelling k q is determined by parallel conduction and no drifts are yet included. The presence of strong drifts can affect SOL flows and thus the density profile shape and overpressure at the divertor target which is required for effective heat transmission through the sheath for a given upstream SOL pressure. Assessment of these physics issues requires further studies beyond the scope of this paper. Similarly, limitations due to finite Larmor radius effects may impose a minimum limit for k q as, for typical values of the ion separatrix temperature in ITER high current H-modes (T i $ 500 eV), the ion toroidal Larmor radius is $1 mm at the outer midplane, which also poses questions to the applicability of the fluid-based picture used in this paper to model these plasma conditions.
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